
  

This is Aiden and Cora.

Aiden is going to visit the dentist.



  

Aiden and his mom go up 
to the building.

Aiden opens the front door.



  

Aiden follows the footprints on the 
floor and opens the door to the office.



  

Aiden plays with toys 
while he waits.

His mom talks to 
Miss Sue. 



  

When it's Aiden's turn, he lays down on a 
special chair and keeps his hands on his 
stomach.  He can watch a movie and listen 
with headphones.

This is what he is sees 
when he lays down.



  

Aiden is curious about how the instruments 
will work and why Miss Robyn is using them. 
He asks Miss Robyn and she answers all his 
questions. Aiden is excited to see them all.



  

Everyone wears a mask and special gloves.  Aiden 
opens wide when Miss Robyn counts his teeth with 
a small mirror and tooth counter.  There is a 
flashlight to help Miss Robyn see in Aiden's mouth.



  

Miss Robyn cleans 
Aiden's teeth with a 
special rotating 
toothbrush.  It 
vibrates and tickles 
his teeth.

Then Miss Robyn 
uses a water squirter 
to rinse toothpaste off 
of Aiden's teeth.  Aiden 
spits the water into the 
straw.  It makes a 
slurping sound. 



  

Then Dr K paints tooth vitamins on 
Aiden's teeth to make them strong.  
They are sticky and sweet.



  

Aiden has pictures taken of his teeth to make sure 
they are healthy.

A small piece of paper goes 
next to the teeth. Aiden opens wide so Miss Robyn 

can put the paper in the right place.

He is a little nervous about the machine, 
he hopes he can sit still long enough.

Aiden did a great job staying still and 
the picture of his teeth show up on 
the computer.



  

Aiden gets to pick a new toothbrush and 
stickers for being such a great helper.



  

While his Mom talks to Miss Debbie, 
Aiden picks out his balloon.



  

Good job Aiden and Cora!
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